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University
establishes
myGate holds
Advising required for registration
John Walker
Staff writer

Kyltt.' Townsend/ The News

Students celebrate Holt, a Hindu holiday, by throwinq colored powder and water, water balloons and eqqs saturday outside of Woods Hall, 88.

The University's myGate system will start issuing holds on
student accounts starting next week requiring them to meet with
their academic advisers and receive a pin number to register for
fall classes.
Tracy Roberts, associate registrar, said most students will be
affected by the change.
"(The system is) for all degree·seeking undergraduates,"
Roberts said. "It will be there in time for advanced registration
for the fall."
Roberts said the students will be prompted to enter their pin
number, called a RUN code, immediately after clicking on the
button to register for classes on myGate.
"RUN stands for registration user number," Roberts said. "All
students will have a randomly generated number at the begin·
ning of each semester."
'
She also said students who have trouble reaching their advisers will still be able to retrieve their code.
"All advisers will have the code," Roberts said. "for those
advisers that are unavailable though, maybe during the summer
sessions, those RUN code lists will be given to the Jeans and
chairs across campus."
Carmen Garland, ·assistant to the vice president of student
affairs for retention, said the new system was originally intend·
ed for students on academic probation.
"We originally just wanted to put these holds on students with
conditions," Garland said. "Those would be for students with
either a warning, a probation or on continued probation. But we
realized it was really important to make sure all students were
being advised, especially for retention purposes."
Garland said the new system will help students in attaining
•
their degrees faster and more efficiently.
"Many students are getting advised from their friends or ~ther
people they might know," Garland said. "Meeting their adviser
will allow them to explore different options for their major
(and) keep students on track to have a successful degree track."
University President Randy Dunn said holds might be inconvenient for students but a more functional myGatc works for
everyone's benefit.
"When we look at how best to use this type of system we're
always trying to strike the right balance between case of use for
students and what faculty and staff need to do their best job in
serving those students," Dunn said. "And to some degree there
is an inherent conflict in this function. We're trying to balance
facility for students and the fact that we have faculty and staff
which have the right tools at their disposal to get a good balance
on this function."
Contact Walker at john.walker@murraystate.edu.

Earmark moratorium.creates financial obstacles
Austin Ramsey
Assistant News Editor
When University President Randy Dunn was
selected as Murray State's 11th president five
years ago, he pushed a strong initiative toward
gaining federal funds in which the institution
had little experience obtaining.
Working with Kentucky forces in Washington, Dunn began 11 lobbying initiative at the
capitol as president-elect and continues his
efforts.
Now, however, Dunn and other University
officials may sec the federal tap stifled as
a recessed economy led federal lawmakers of
the 112th Congress-elect to precedent a moratorium on earmarking in November, officials
said.
Bob Jackson. associate vice president of
development and governmental relations. has
travelled with Dunn on many of his D.C. trips.
He said Sen. Mitch McConnell, R - Ky., and
Rep. Ed Whitfield, R- Ky., have beert important in gaining specific federal fundin~ for the
University.
"There's always been some form of earmarking for many. many years; it's simply an appropriation by Congress, directed by a member,"
he said. "That process stopped at the end of
2010."
Dunn said the process was significant to
Murray State because past presidents had
never sought federal funds in that way.
"The University, over the past three or so
years. has benefited significantly from federal
earmarks," he said. "Before that time, Murray
State really had not been in the game; we had
not been successful in getting earmarks. When
1 came to the University I said it was one of the
areas where we had to move vigorously and
have some success."
Dunn said crucial Kentucky representatives
put value in the University and gained specific

funds for such things as equipment and programs.
"Back in 2008 we had our very fin;t success
on an earmark with Rep. Ed Whitfield," he said.
··sen. McConnell recently has been very helpful to us and a great deal of his support has
gone into science and scienct·related areas."
Jackson said one of those areas was veterinary sciences.
"This University, over the last few years, has
received about $1 million in earmarked appropriations for the Breathitt Veterinarian Center
in Hopkinsville - which is a unit of this Uni·
versity - for equipment and improvements and
enhancements," he said. "That facility Is vitally
important to the Commonwealth of Kentucky."
Often referred to as "pork". earmarking was
the cause of public scrutiny from the surge of
Tea Party activists during last November's
elections.
That scrutiny caused Republican members
of the House and Senate to vote in a two-year,
non-binding moratorium on earmarks. to
which House Democrats ab'l'eed, according to
the Associated Press.
Leslie Paige, vice president of communications for Citizens Against Government Waste,
a non-partisan, anti-spending group based out
of Washington, said reckless government
spending could not be tolerated because it had
grown too large.
"Congress approved 9,499 earmarked projects in fiscal year 2010 that totaled $15.9 billion," she said.
The New York Times reported in December
President Barack Obama was also behind limiting earmark spending.
In a press conference after the November
elections, Obama said he supported ..cracking
down on wasteful earmark spending, which we
can't afford during these tough economic
times."
However, Jackson said not all earmark

•

•
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Conqress voted in November to precedent amoratorium on earmarkinQ. federal fundlnq which has been used
by the University to purchase equipment In science-related areas such as the Breathitt Veterinarian Center.
spending leads to negative results.
"It's not necessarily a bad thing." he said.
"Just like most things that are appropriated out
of federal budget. there arc some things that
make the news and we all talk about."
Dunn said there is still hope in the post-earmark era. He said refocusing lobbying efforts
on grant monies might prove successful,
despite the loss of personal help from
McConnell and others.
"It's our feeling that when a congrcssmpn or
senator directs an appropriation to us they
kJ;low exactly what that's for and precisely the
purpose that will be served by it at the university," he said. '"ln lieu of being able to have that,
we're going to get much more aggressive in our
grant-making with the federal agencies and

we'll look to the Kentucky delegation to support those efforts."
Jackson, however, is a little more wary of
grant money. He said federal grants arc harder
to get because of their competitiw nature.
"As earmarks go away, Murray State University has to compete for competitive grant
funds," he said. "Institutions like Murray State
- comprehensive institutions - are <tt a disadvantage when we're competing on grant funds;
we're competing with major research Institutions like Duke or Harvard."
Dunn and Jackson travelled to Washington
D.C. last week to reaffirm support from legislators and start relationships with new ones.
Contact Ramsey at aramseyS@murraystate.
edu.
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This week
Today

Friday

Saturday

•1 p.m. Softball vs. Memphis Univt•rsity: Racer Field, free with Racercard
4 p.m. "Unknown and Forgotten
Music for BBC Radio Dramas: 1930·
1970": Department of Hisfory
Research Forum; Facuhy Hall room
506; open to all
•S p.m. Murray Environmental S"tudent Society meeting: Carr Health
Building, open to all
6 p.m. College Information Night;
Curris Center, (Jpl.'n to all

•8 a.m. Calloway County Preschool
spring registration; Calloway County Preschool: open to all
•2 p.m. Baseball vs. Indiana University-Purdue University at :Ft. Wayne;
Rea~an Field. free with Racercard
•3 p.m. "Living on a Reduced
Income'': Informational meeting:
Calloway County iExtcntion Office:
Murray. open to all
•S p.m. Second Annual Collegiate
FFA Farm Toy Show; Curris Center
.Ballroom. open to all

•l p..m. Printmaking Worlc.shopsj
Yelser Closing Reception, Kentucky
Art Educators Annual Regional High
School Art Show Art Center: Paducah, open to all
•2 p.m. Baseball vs. Indiao:a University-Purdue University at Ft. Wayne;·
Reagan Field, free with Racercard
•2 p.m. "Wizard of Oz" performance;
Carson Center; Paducah. $34
•S p.m. Second Annual Collegiate
FFA Farm Toy Show; Curris Center
Ballroom, open to all

Sunday
•B a.m. The Journey Cburc:h: Curris
Center Ballroom, open to all
•2 p.m. Baseball vs. Indiana University-Purdue University at Ft. Wayne:
Reagan Field. free with Racercard
•2 p.m. Closing Reception for the
Kentucky Art Educators Annual
Regional High School Art Show;
Cu,rris Center Art Gallery; f~tst floor,
open to all
RemiDcler: Spring Forwardl Clocks
move ahead one hour. but you can
still sleep in.

If yoo would 1iU u event to appear ln
the This Week eection. flll out a form ln
The Murrq Sf*!ti.'Wif'oBice at JU WUson Hall. fax to 809-3175 or f..mlil information to ~m.urraystate.ed\1.

Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot 8Qarantee
all items received will be p,ublished.

Photo courte~y 01 llbi'.H hv.11 .tllon.tom
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Police Beat

Richmond College reported a
problem with a smoke derectur. Facililie-. Management

March3

was notified.
12:S3 p.m. Thl• Murray Stutc

12:07 LID. A caller reported
the smell of mariju;ma coming
from n room in a building at
College Courts. Offkt.•rs took
a report for pvssession of
marijuana and drug parapher-

Pulice recdved a report of a
vehic lt> lockout near Hart
College. Officers opened the
vehicle.
3:02 p.m. A caller reported a
non-Injury motor vehicle
accident on Gilbert Graves
Cirdc. Officers were notified
and, upon arrival, look a vchich: collision report.
8:26 p.m. Rncer Patrol
requested an oflkcr for an
open door at Facilities Man-

nalia.
8:01 a.m. A caller at Public
Safety requested l<l speak
with an offtccr concerning
harassing communkatiuns.
9:40 a.m. A caller at the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building
reported a medical emergency. Officers and ambu ·
lance services were notified.
10:17 a.m. A caller reporlt•d a
dog left inside a vehicle on
16th Street. Officers located
the vehicle and determined
everything was OK.

March4 "
9-.11 a.m.

A

~allcr

at James

12:29 p.m. A caller at Regents
College reported people stuck
on an elevator. Occupants
were gone upon arrival.
6:47 p.m. An officer issued <1
citation to Wesley Outland,
nonstudent from Murray, for
careless driving in the Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot.
7:43 p.m. A caller reported
belongings locked in Faculty
Hall. Officers were notified.

March6
4:46 p.m. A caller reported
locked keys :tnd a mobile

phone inside the CFSB Cen·

agement. Officers nnd the
building coordinator were
notified. Officers checked and
SI.'CUred tht• lmi\din,g.

MarchS
2:Sl a.m. A caller at White
College reported an intruder
going through their bdon~
ings .,.,; tbout pl•rmission. Officers were notified.

March7
6:53 p.m. A caUer rewrted multiple resideJlts complaining of a
strong odor of 8cwage at Hart
College. Officers and Central
Plant were notlfied.

.

MONDAY NIGHTS ARE COLLEGE NIGHTS!
25% OFF ALL FOOD w/ STUDENT 10
JOIN US FOR TRIVIA!
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SATURDAY 11-6

Corner of lOth & Arcadia •

759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres
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_fl.
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Love Big Apple? "Like Us" on Facebook.
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter.
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ter. Officers were notified.
6:09 p.m. A caller requested
to speak with an officer
regarding harassing commu·
nications. Officers were notified .
6:23 p.m. A caller at Hart College reported someone had .
f~tearms in a room. Officers
checked the room and reported no firearms.
8:34p.m. Racer Patrol reported callbox 12 out of service.
Officers were notified.
10:15 p.m. Officers performed
a safety check at Ordway
Hall. Everything appeared
OK.

March7

Olive Street. Facilities Man·
agement was notified.

1:41 p.m. A l'aller reported
vehicles illegally parked in
the Waterfield Library park·
ing lot. The Murmy State
Police were notified and

3:S9 p.m. A person requested
to speak with an officer con-

issued parking citations to
vehicles.
4:27p.m. Officers ncar Frank·
lin College issued a verbal

warning for traveling the
wrong way on a one-way
street.
7:13 p.m. Racer Patrol reported Spa;rks Hall was unsecurl.'d. Officers \\·t•rc notified
and, upon arrival, reported an

t•mployce was working in the
building.
9:07 p.m. A caller requested
entry into lhc General Ser-

vices Building to retrieve supplies. The Murray State
Pulice were notified.

March8
6:49 a.m. A caller reported a
tree limb on a power line on

cerning h:uassing communi·
cations. Murray State Polic<.'
were notified and rcfered the
person to the Murray Police
Department.
5:47p.m. The Calloway Coun·
1y Sherifrs Office requested
backup assistance. Murray
State Police were n1)tified . An
officer took a report for
assisting another agency.
11:38 p.m. Racer Patrol reported a window open in Woods
Hall that could only be closed
from the inside. Murrar State
Police were hotificd.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts- 0
Arrests- 0 •
t\s:;istant News Editor Austin
Ramsey compiles Police Beat
with materials provided by~~,._..
J,ublic Safety. Not all dispatched calls are listed.
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Across campus
Alumnus make donation
Kris and Lori Robbins, alumnus from
Louisville. donated $75,000 to the College uf
Business. The donation will help flnance the
construction of the Financial Services Building
and a trip to New York City for business stu·
dents.

Students attend conference
A .group of senior nursing students and two
faculty members attended the "Surviving Your
First Year in Practice," a Kent\lclcy Nurses Association program, March 4 at the Knicely Center
in Bowling Green. Ky.
The program covered topics relevant to
upcoming graduating nurses including intravenous medication therapy, communicating
with patients and families, time management
tips and legal issues.

NPR exec slams
Tea Party on
hidden camera
Associated Press

Photo court~y !lf Kri~tin VaughJn

Sarah Kelty (left), senior from louisville, and faculty members celebrate the looth Annual International Women's Day, a holiday commemorating women's history.

Women's Center celebrates holiday
Austin Ramsey
Assistant News Editor
Students and facully gathered in the lobby of Ordway Hall
Tuesday to cclebr:lle rhe IOOth Annual International Women's
'Day.
The Women's Center hosted the two-hour event, which included a reception and three panel discussions, covering the economic, political and social achievements of women- past, present and
future.
The International Women's Day started in 1911 and began at the
e\'e of the 'Bread and Roses' campaign, helping to initiate fair
wages and working conditions for' American women, according to
internationalwomcusday.com.
During the reception, attendees were introduced to teas and
coffees from different countries, along with cakes and cookies
provided by the Women's Center.
Ccnt'"~r volunteer l.asacha Conley, graduate student from
Atlanta, organized the event. She said celebrating women is
important.
"The po;nt of being on a college campus is to be globally aware,
and how else would we do that unless we th.ink about think about
the different aspects of women being global,'' she said.
Conley sahJ she coordinated with the Institute for International
Studit.•s in order to draw ESL students to the program. She said

Movie questions
religious views
on homosexuality
Haley Russell
Staff writer
Murray State Alliance showed an emotional movie Monday, "Prayers for Bobby", which moved several audience
members to tenrs.
A movie involving an overbearing religious mother in the

learning from their cullures and how those cultures react to
women would be an important addition to the evening's talks.
Those talks began with a presentation by repn·sentatives for
the Global Girl Scouts.
.
Erin McCallon, junior at Calloway County High School, spoke
along with Campus Scout Sarah Kelty, senior from Louisville. and
Adult Leader Tracey Brown.
McCallon talked about "World Thinking Day", a program hosted by the Campus Scouts to encourage local high schoolers to
think about the advantages American women have over those in
other countries.
"We did things that geared more toward women's develop. ments in other countries and what ,.,.e (as Americans) don't have
to face," McCallon said.
Kelty discussed the Girl Scouts' role in female activism.
"It's not just about selling cookies and earning badges: it's also
about empowering women,'' Kelty ~aid of the 99-year-old program. ''There hasn't been a lot of gender equity in the world, and
I think it's actually essential that we have an International Women's Day to recognize how much we've accomplished and how
much we still havt~ to achieve in gender equality."
Two faculty panel discussions followed the Girl Scout presen·
tation. Faculty members talked on personal experiences w ith
women's rights at the work place.
Contact Ramsey at aramseyS@murraystate.edu.

1970s who is desp~ratcly trying to prevent her son, Bobby,
from being gay, "Prayers for Bobby" questions the condemnation homosexuals face in the church.
After the movie, a discussion was led by Rev. Matthew
Bradley from St. John's Episcopal Church and Rev. David
Montgomery from First Presbyterian Church. Both said they
advocate for gay rights and strive for an inclusive congregation. Bradley said the film was moving.
"The movie really touched <students) and reaJly touched
me," he said. "Jt was a very powerful experience."
In the movie, Bobby's suicide was one of the main reasons
his mother became the woman she is: Mary Griftith, one of
America's most leading advocates for lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgcnder <LGBT> individuals. Because of the suicide
and its commonplace in the LGBT community, especially
when faced with extreme opposition as Bobby was, Brian
Kinnaman, senior from St. Louis, Mo., and secretary for Murray State Alllancl', spoke on the issue after the discussion,
offering warning signs, contact persons on campus and ways
to help struggling individuals.
Montgoml'ry :md Bradley agreed the issue discussed was
unorthodox and one that will take time to change, just as it

WASHINGTON- A National Public Radio executive was captured on hidden camera calling the Tea
Party movement racist and xenophobic and said
NPR would be better off without federal funding, in
an embarrassment likely tu fuel the latest round of
conservative ahacks on public broadcasting.
The video was posted Tuesday by James O'Keefe,
the same activist whose undercover videos have targeted other groups opposed by conservatives, like
the community organizing group ACORN and
Planned Parenthood.
O'Keefe. best known for hidden-camera videos
that embarrassed the community-organizing group
ACORN, posted the video Tuesday on his website,
Project Veritas.
The video drew swift reaction from Republicans
in Congress, who are renewing efforts to cut funding
to public broadcasters. NPR and PBS have long bCl'n
targets of conservatives who claim their programming has a left-wing bias. Similar effort~ in the 1990s
and 2005 were unsuccessful, although public broadcasters take the threat seriously.
NPR said in a statement it was "appalled" by tht!
comments from Ron Schiller, the president of NPR's
fundraising arm and a senior vice1 president for
development.
Schiller informed NPR he was resigning from hb
position before the video was shot, NPR spokeswoman Dana Davis Rehm said Tuesday. He was
expected to depart in May, but has now been placed
on administrative leave.
NPR has long been a target of conservatives who
claim its programming has a left-wing bias. The bud·
get bill passed by the House last month would end
funding for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
which supports programs distributed on NPR and
PBS.

took time for racial laws to change in previous years.
Montgomery said his advice for students facing gender
identity or sexual orientation issues can always find a place
where there is acceptance and help offered.
"Don't give up on love, persevere," he said. "It's a tough
issue. but you're not alone. There are places to reach out."
Montgomery said he not only wants to let students know
there is acceptance available, but encourage them to continue praying and understand with that comes community.
The organization of 80 members puts on several events
including the MSU Alliance Drag Show, Rally at the Capitol,
Live Homosexual Acts, Day of Silence, Lavender Graduation,
AIDS Walk and Safe Sex campaign. Their tagline is "be
included," and that is what they aim to do, Kinnaman said.
''You can come into this organization as you arc," he said.
"You can come into th.is organization with any set of beliefs
or any personal style and no one says anything against it. You
arc automatically accepted."
Kinnaman also encourages students who might be d~aling
with suicidal thoughts or know someone w ho is to contact
the Counseling and Testing Center on campus at 809-6851.
Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.edu. •
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Our View

Alternative
transportation
methods, good
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of

The Murray State News.

~th

gas prices rising and
Spring Break just over the horizon,
students are itching for extra cash.
Until an accomodating solution
for sustainable fuel is discovered
and distributed, though, everyone
is left shelling out wads of cash in
order to get around.
But do you have to?
Murray is a small town, there's
no denying it. If you haven't
noticed, then you're probably not
worried about gas prices because
you Likely haven't left your room
in a while.
You can walk across town in a
short amount of time and even at a
leisurely pace. Even though we're
small. we have just about everything a college student could need.
So what does a small town have
to do with gas prices? Think about
it. Why drive anywhere in Murray? Sav-e your car for weekend
trips to Nashville or weeklong
excursions to Gulf Shores.
Small towns are money-saving
gems when it comes to transportation. Walking not quick enough for
you? Bicycles are quick and accessible. OK, we tried a campus bike
share program and that didn't pan
out well, but owning a self-powered vehicle isn't a bad idea.
They're affordable and there's a
specialized bicycle shop directly
across from campus. How can you
say no?
If you don't plan on investing in
a bicycle, don't worry. you still
have other alternative options.
Not too long ago, the city of Murray jumped on the public trans-

portation train. Or, rather, bus.
You may have seen the blue, yellow, green and red buses zooming
around town. There's even a trolley, perfect for a leisurely ride to
the Calloway County Public
Library or other parts of town.
All of these buses are free to
those in possession of a Racercard.
Not a student?
Don't worry, it's just a bit of
pocket change to pay your way.
Of course, all of these methods
of transportation have their downsides. No one wants 'to be caught
in the rain walking or biking to
school. And there's typically no
joy waiting in the cold rain for a
bus, either.
So should you bust out your
credit card and fill up the tank of
your car?
Sure, but instead of "going it
alone", organize a carpool.
'
In times of financial strain, pool
your funds and need for comfortable tr~sport together. Not only
will you save money and time, but
you'll get a chance for some morning or afternoon discussions and
gossip.
We preach it all the time: take
advantage of the resources you
have at your disposal, including
the people around you. There's a
reason people stick together: we
need each other.
Carpool, bike, walk or ride the
bus. If you're planning a Spring
Break trip with friends, organize
the most cost-efficient travel possible.
If you're just hanging around
town and enjoying the peace and
quiet, walk or bike to the grocery
store when you just need milk. It's
free transportation. Definitely
, cheaper than gas.

lhat do ,. IIi* ...
What are your
Spring Break plans?
"I plan to hang out with friends. go
where ever they're going and maybe go
to Nashville. You know. go with the
flow.''

Wen Zhu • Belize
senior
"I'mgoing home to visit my family
because I haven't seen them since
Christmas."

Hannah Beth Crlm • lexington
freshman
"''m going to Ecuador on a mission trip
- going to an orphanage and doing
work over there while spreading the
gospel. I'm super excited."
Nicole Martinez • Ryan. Ill.
sophomore
Ot•r~k

Miller/Thl' New>

Cartoon by Madeline Bartley

.Campus Voice

Public Safety, unreliable
Let me
paint
a
picture for
you.
It is 7:16
p.m. on a
Wednesd
a y
evening in
Murray.
Taking a
Comellus Hocker 1e is u r e 1y
Junior from
walk with
Greenville, Ky.
your dog
on campus, you find yourself in the
Quad.
As your dog stops to handle
her business at her chosen patch
of grass, you sec a man in the
distance, openly roughing up a
woman. Mugging her, beating
her up, raping her; your choice,
your mental picture.
The basic idea is he is treating
her inappropriately. Realizing
your dog won't be much help in
the way of defense, there is no
way you can stop the interaction
that is happening and decide to
get help.
You reach for your cell phone
and quickly dial 809-2222. This is
the part where someone from
Public Safety is supposed to rush
to the scene. handle the situation
and take a report.
Finally, you yell at the assailant
that you have just called Public
Safety and you have a very good
physical description of him to
hand over to the authorities.
Now, back in reality, let me
take you to a moment in my life
on March 2.
It was a Wednesday night and
for once in my college life I happened to need Public Safety's
assistance.

Removing my phone from my
pocket, I called the number that I
have had programmed in my
phone since freshman year.
The phone rings. And rings.
Minutes later, it's still ringing.
Astonished and annoyed, I hung
up the phone. ·
Thankfully, my situation was
not a life or death problem, otherwise I wouldn't · have had a
chance to write this.
However, it was a problem
that could have been resolved
with their assistance.
Monday I decided to try and
redeem my faith in Murray
State's Public Saftey. After the ill
feelings subsided from the previous mishap I encountered, I
went to go speak to someone at
the Public Safety office with high
hopes.
As I stepped into the building
on the corner of 16th and Chestnut street, the usual ice-cold chill
.I experience was not present.
The ladies who typically greet
people upon entering were
absent.
I proceeded forward to the
glass window behind which sat a
uniformed officer.
Peering in, I noted that there
were at least two officers in the
building. Because the window is
bullet and sound proof, there is a
phone for visitors to use to
speak, directly connecting to
whomever is behind the window
at the time.
I picked up the phone and
heard the phone ringing on the
other side of the glass. The officer at the window casually
glanced around while the other
one shuffled through papers.
After the sixth ring, I hung up the
phone and walked out of the

building, utterly disappointed.
Stunned by this, I wonder what
exactly does our Public Safety
office actually do?
I know for a fact that they at
least handle fines.
\
Last semester, I had a charge
on my account for a white Ford
Taurus which had parked in a
handicap zone.
Let's clear up the record really
quick: I drive a black Honda
Accord and I do not park in
handicap parking.
I gave them the benefit of the
doubt, but by being blatantly
ignored last Monday, I have serious doubts about the significance of our campus police.
There is supposed to be someone there to answer the call at all
times.
Every Fall semester, freshmen
are dragged to the auditorium to
sit through a series of skits,
called Realities on Campus.
Acted out by students, these
skits humorously address serious situations freshmen may
encounter.
During each story. the characters tell the audience to call Public Safety when they need help
because of theft, physical harm
or fear when walking across
campus at night.
Shouldn't someone answer the
phones when they call?
Campus Police, like almost all
Murray State employees, receive
benefits, discounts and other job
perks. The least they could do is
put down the figurative glazed
donut to the answer the ringing
·
phone.
People occasionally need help
and I definitely don't see anybody in brightly-colored tights
running around handing it out.
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Jeers to ... the return of cold

Cheers to ... Great Rivers
weather. I hope ~ Group of the Sierra
this is just to
Club for their Thank
make everyone
You note to the editoappreciatc awerial board of The
some
Spring
News. We greatly
Break weather.
appreciate your sup Or else I'm gonna be mad.
port and readership!
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Cheers to ... The Book

~u~~~~~~~

Before
beginning
this piece
aU readers
should
know my
own bias: I
am a student
of
...__ _ _--=;;;;....._-journalism
with
an
emphasis
in print.
Now let us begin.
The University has decided its
campus wide mission in all areas.
majors, minors and other forms
of study will be writing. Good
writing is a skill set all students
can take away and use in any
field throughout their life and
something fewer Americans recognize on a daily basis. This really is an enormous undertaking by
the University. Not just in the
institutionaJ or financial sense,
but in a societal one as well. Trying to fix a studert's writing in
four to five years is like the EPA
cleaning up a Superfund site.
Both must fl!ld ways to offset
years of pollution while trying to
create something better than
what they started with.
Luckily the University is not
dealing with a radiological
dumpsite. What they are dealing
with is a whole population of students with diverse backgrounds
and experiences coming to one
location for a good education.
We have a whole generation of
young people being polluted
with the dumpsites of bad K-12
education, Internet lingo and culturaJ differences.
To push through these obstacles· the' University will need
patience, perseverance and
understanding. These are the
foundations of a successful program. Especially one determined
to reach so many undergraduate
students. After consolidating the
old. introductory English courses
and opening the Racer Writing
Center l believe the University is
getting off to a good start. Even
the 200 and 300 level classes I've
been in recently are stressing
writing skills. I do not believe
this is just for tl?.e sake of our professors, but for the sake of the
student as well. Because that student may very well be the next
corporate CEO or the next strug~
gling novelist. Both, however,
will be proficient writers in a
world where most of the population has forgotten the meaning of
the word proficient.
Here are a few words of caution though. When trying to educate we must not only question
those being educated, we must
question our own bias and deeprooted traditions.
The instructors, lecturers and
professors on this campus

Check it!

SA

Matt Stone
Cl nd
Trey
Parker have
really outdone themselves.

worked hard to get where they
arc, but that docs not mean their
styles are alway~ right for everyone. Many University programs
bind themselves in making students procure a degree in ways
too similar te those who do the
teaching. Times change, people
change and writing styles
change. Of course all students
should understand the basics of
writing a simple paper. Start with
an introductory paragraph with a
thesis near the end. Continue
with a body of at least three paragraph s to back up your thesis.
Conclude the paper by wrapping
up your argument and rewording
your thesis. A simple freshman
research paper explained in
three sentences.
But as the course numbers get
higher the standards seem to
change. Paper length requirements grow tremendously. What
started out as an average of eight
to 10 pages quickly turns into 15
to 20 or even 20 to 25 pages if not
more.
My question is a simple one. If
a student is able to convey their
point in a clear concise message,
is all the fluff really necessary?
Anyone who has been in a
research methods class understands what I am talking about. A
paper with 15 sources can reasonably turn into a 25-pagc research
assignment. But can it be done in
less? Why is there a minimum
requirement? If a student can
achieve in 10 pages what usually
takes 25 I do not see why that student should be punished with the
extra work. Fluff, or filler, is just
that. It is punishment. It does not
teach students how,to write well,
it teache~ them how to b\fllshit. It
teaches them to appease their
instructors by conforming to the
same out dated traditions that
plague most college campuses in
America.
These traditions must be confronted and they must be
tweaked for the modem age.
The great idea behind writing
is it can be a science and an art.
Journalism has been doin~ its
best to keep structure and style
correct as if it were the building
blocks of the universe. But we
also have gonzo journalism,
which turned the whole profession upside down. There is room
for diversity in writing, so long
as the core principles do not
change. I challenge the University to not just teach students how
to write, but also allow those stu·
dents to use their skills uninhibited.
Let's be positive and innova~
tive in our approach to this new
initiative. Remember the best
results do not come from the top
down. They explode from the
center where all great minds
come to meet.

Kids At Play

cheers
~ ~:is: ~
j•eers
Jeers to ...

•

tural bugs. I
wish 1 had
thought of
it
first.
Curses.

Jeers to ... Scott Walker,

Cheers to ... American

"populist'' Wisconsin governor,
for
restricting

Library Association for gearing
up to take on
ridiculous ebook
lending
standards. I
love
librarians.

silently reading,
clapping, cheering and balloons.
You kill joy.

letters ·letters •letters
---------Pius

Catholics,
•
not historical
bad guys

In the Feb. 11 and March 4 edi~
tions of '[he Murray Stare News
Ray Dubuque and William Zingrone turned the letters page into
a hate-filled screed against
Catholicism, attacking facts and
reality of history.
The 1933 treaty between Hitler
and the Vatican was one of
dozens the Vatican made a't the
time. It was not an endorsement
of Hitler and Nazism. All it did
was recognize the German gove-rnment in office, the exact same
way FDR and the U.S. government did at the time.
Contrary to Zingrone's opin~
ion, Hitler's birthday was not celebrated in the Vatican and the
only prayers concerning Hitler
had to do \vith his being on the
receiving end of a very large bolt
of lightening,
Zingrone and Dubuque left out
3 million Roman Catholics who
were murd~red l:iy ttie Nazis. The
worst part is they really believe
it, in spite of Reich Propaganda
Minister Joseph Got'bbles' statement, "The duty of the Reich is to
crush Christianity like a bug."
They need to realize no one who
was a Christian was running the
country or had aU the rif1es in rhe
Third Reich.
What is the record of Pope Pius
XII and the Roman Catholic
Church during the Holocaust? It's
more positive than ' any other
leader or country in the world at
the time. praised by TM New
York Times. Albert Einstein, the
World Jewish Congress and the
Chief Rabbi of Jerusalem.
During 1939 to 1940. Pope Pius
XII was a go-between for one of
the German groups plotting the
assassination of Hitler and the
British.
He also provided the Allies
with information about the
impending German invasions of
Holland, Belgium and France.
During a 1943 meeting with the
SS, Hitler wanted them to have a
plan to occupy Rome. capture the
Pope and move him to Germany
with the claim they were "protecting him." Assassinating Pop~;:

XII, under another plan
called "Rabat-Fohn", was not
. ruled out. ·
During the war in Germany
and Poland, just listening to Vatican Radio via shortwave was an
offense punishable by death.
It was Pope Pius XII who
issued instructions to Catholics
across Europe to protect and hide
Jews and help them escape.
Churches, convents, schools, colleges, universities. hospitals,
institutes and individual homes
opened their doors to them as
Catholics fought against the
"Final Solution".
Zingrone and Dubuque should
both know the Nazi leaders were
not Christians, they were pagans.
They also claim the Catholic
Church was silent during the
. Holocaust. What did Pope Pius
XII say about Hitler and his
Third Reich?
He called it "uncivilized tyranny" and "an affront to the moral
conscience of mankind'' as well
as "false prophets with the false
· pride of Lucifer." Other statements made include proclaiming
they were, "possessed by the
superstition of race and blood",
and "bad shepherds who would
lead astray into an ideology of
race." He also said, "The Nazis
are diabolical. Hitler destroys all
that is not of use to him. He is
capable of trampling on corpses."
Pope Pius XII also said, "For
centuries, Jews have been unjustly treated and despised. It is time
they were treated with justice
and humanity. God wills it and
the Church wills it. St. Paul teUs
us that the Jews are our brothers.
They should be also welcomed as
friends."
What docs Zingrone provide to
us as his evidence? That some
Germans had "God With Us"
engraved on their belt buckles.
There is stronger evidence
with the statement of Israeli historian and former diplomat Pinchas Lapide.
He suggested 860,000 trees be
planted in the hills of Judea to
honor Pius XII; one for every Jew
he saved.
For further reading I suggest
"The Myth of Hiller's Pope" by
Rabbi David G. Dalin.

Michael Skaggs,
non-student from Murray

~\
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Tuesday, I had
exactly one month
remaining.
. To what, you
ask?
My senior art
show goes on display AprilS. Tues- -=------" day marked 30
Casey Bradley days until I bear
my artwork to the
. . . Edi
0 prmon
tor world.
This leaves me with around five
weeks to prepare my work for public
viewing.
Can you say nerve wracking? My
palms are sweating just thinking
about the work I still have to complete.
Until this semester I was an averagely organized college student. I
basically lived day to day with a
vague schedule around which my
world revolved. It was enough just to
pull myself from sleep long enough
to stumble into a classroom chair and
then fall asleep again. Oh, the good
ole' days.
Then I hit my final semester.
All of a sudden, I have every
moment planned out, up until the
day my show is scheduled for demolition. I start the morning at a ru.q, a
"To Do" list branded on my brain.
Sometimes I literally have to schedule in eating and sleeping time. Surprisingly, though, I'm not stressing
out. At least, not yet. So far I'm on
schedule and (knock on wood) nothing horrible has happened (yet).
(I will admit to the need to hit
something when students were practicing for the step show on the floor
above my studio. You don't understand how annoying it is to be working and to hear a constant rythmic
stomping. It sets your teeth on edge.)
As the minutes tick by and I slowly
mark off tasks from my list, I also
cross out the passing days. When
AprilS arrives, I will have made it to
the day all art students reaching for a
Bachelor in Fine Arts dreams about.
For the past five years I have
attended more student art shows
than I can count" on my hands and
•
I
.
toes. At every
openmg
[ twas aJ ways
amazed at the amount of people, the
quaJity of the work and the graduating student's glow.
1
I imagine their shine came from
knowing what they had accomplished, or maybe because they'd
finally bad a chance to leave the studio and shbwer. Either way, I'm looking forward to my chance.
I cannot wait to mingle with the
people who come to see my work, to
see what I have accomplished in a
semester. I'm itching to answer questions about my art, to explain to my
parents and friends from back home
the how and why of my prints.
While I'm not looking forward to a
Spring Break devoted to work. l am
counting down the days to completion. Though 1 won't be run ning
across the beach, kicking at the
waves as they crash against the sand
(as I had day dreamed), I will be
completing a dream I had as a freshman: to have a senior art show.
Be it spent on t he beach, overseas
or nestled in your bedroom, enjoy
your break. Take a vacation from
school and be refreshed when you
return. I'll wait to play my new Pokeman game u ntil after my show. Ya
know, gotta catch 'em all (after my
show).

1
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Begin the countdown

Contact
Bradley at
bradley@murraystate.edu.

by Alex Lane
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Gas prices throU(Jhout Murray are more than $3 per oallon. with no sign
of them diminishinQ in the near future.
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AcconiOCJ to the American PetroletJnlnstltute, an Increase In the cost of raw materials is the blooest contributor to hiQher oas prices.

Rising gas prices
strain
students'
wallets
.
John Walker
Staff writer
Many of the University's commuter faculty, staff and students this semester arc feeling pressure at the pump due to
rising gas prices.
In a document e-mailed to The News, titled "What's Up
With Gasoline Prices", the American Petroleum Institute
points out many factors for the rise in gas prices - the economic recovery being one of them.
''Weak economic conditions in the U.S. and around the
world in 2008 and into 2009 led to less demand which helped
push prices down," the document states. "Now. with the
worldwide economic recovery underway, demand is on the
rise again and is helping to push prices higher. In addition to
economic growth, crude and product prices are affected by a
host of other factors including weather events. geopolitical
risks. inventories, exchange rates and spare capacity."
The document examines the overall cost of gasoline and

why consumers are paying more.
"The biggest single component of retail gasoline prices is
the cost of the raw material used to produce gasoline - crude
oil," the document states. "For example, for the flrst 11
months of 2010, crude oil alone made up 68 percent of the
price to consumers at the gasoline pump. Refming the crude
oil into gasoline and retailing added another 17 percent to the
retail price of gasoline. Excise taxes accounted for 1S percent
of the price of gasoline."
Kirsten Bendt, graduate student from Clarksville, Tenn.•
said high gas prices hinder her Spring Break travel plans.
"I'm definitely going to stay home and save money," she
said.
Caleb Roberts, senior from Turtletown, Tenn., said gas
prices have not affected students as badly as some may think.
"Right now it's just more of an inconvenience," .Roberts
said. "They don't see the real effect yet."
Roberts said the real effect will come over the summer
when many students have free time to drive more.

"They will probably go up more over the summer," Roberts
said. "(Students) will drive which will drive gas prices up
more."
Roberts' advice for students is to use resources sparingly
and more responsibly.
"(Students) need to plan ahead and carpool with your
friends," Roberts said. "That's one step."
University President Randy Dunn said although gas prices
are getting higher the institution has yet to feel its impact.
"We're going to try to get through the year as best we can,"
Dunn said. "At this point, with about four months left in the
fiscal year, we're going to be as careful as we can in watching
costs and trying to limit those as best we can. We're not looking at doing anything to restrict the use of university vehicles
for travel in that period. We'll squeeze by and get through the
rest of this year OK. But it does have an impact as we look to
build the budget for next year and additional costs we may
have to assign for that purpose."
Contact Walker at john.walker@murraystate.edu.
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Well, Hey There Murrar State

Springing into Sports
Look outside and
what do you sec?
The weather warming up a bit, people
walking around with
orange-tinted skin,
enough rain to turn
the roads into mini
rivers and an o~cr
Drew
whelming amount of
talk about summer
Hursey
plans.. Yeah, Spring Assistant Sports &btur
is finally starting to
poke its head into everyone's life, especially sports fans'.
While some people are geuing excited
about giving themselves permanent
brain damage from a trip to PCB. others
arc getting excited for March Madness,
the beginning of the MLB season and
Champions League soccer. I fall into the
latter of the two.
let's start with March Madness. Honestly, unless I am watching a Murray
State or Duke basketball game during
March, 1 really do not care about the
actual tournament umil the Final Four,
but there is one thing 1 do care about:
filling out my brackets. Even if yol! hate
sports, the odds are you have probably
put $5 into a pool hoping your bracket
somehow gets the most points and you
walk away with 250 bucks. It is addicting.
Plus, being the fan of the reigning
national champion Duke Blue Devils
that I am, I'm always hoping UK gets
wiped out early by some unknown team
out of the Big Sky conference. Odds are
usually stacked against that happening,
but a guy can hope, can't he? ·
Then you move onto baseball season.
Nothing says the end of school and the
beginning of summer like the start of
baseball season. .Walking into Busch Stadium and getting a whiff of the hot dogs.
'brats and burgers is one of those things
I look forward to every year. The atmosphere at an MLB game is unlike any
other professional sport I can think of. lt
is awesome.
I know the season is like ll5 months
long and some people will say you
shouldn't start paying attention to any of
the games until halfway through August,
but I completely disagree. The beginning of the season offers hope for you to
believe you have a good team before
your season begins to fall apart; I mean
just look at Cubs fans - perfect example
of why you shouldn't wait until August
to start paying attention.
Now, as much as I love March Madness and the beginning of the MLB season, I would argue Champions League
soccer is my favorite spor:ting event to
watch in the Spring. Some of us are
probably too busy saying the Pledge of
Allegiance to realize how awesome this
European professional soccer tournament is, but I'm telling you, it is one of
the best sporting events in the world.
I think most people would agree when
the World Cup comes around. everyone
becomes a soccer fan for about six
weeks, and then they forget about it for
four years. The cycle just perpetuates
itself. Most Americans don't even realize
soccer players play year-round: it's like
the Cristiano Ronaldos and Wayne
Rooneys just pop-up every four years
out of thin air.
The Champions League is like watching a smaller version of the World Cup,
and I firmly believe anyone who gets
hooked on the World Cup would fall in
,love with this tournament, no question.
Just pick a team, even if you don't know
anything about them and cheer them on
and you will be watching it every year,
just as I and half the world.
Tip of the Hat
On a completely different subject, I
just wanted to dose out this column
with a quick shout out to our men's and
women's basketball teams.
Last weekend, I got the privilege to
drive down to Nashville and cover Murray State basketball (both men's and
women's) at the OVC Tournament for
The News. It was by far the highlight of
my short journalism career.
To the women'~ team: I know the season didn't go as .You planned, but I just
wanted to let you know how pleasing it
was to watch you play a game where you
could have easily given up, but didn't.
Your team has a lot of upside going into
next season :md I can't wait to watch
what happens come next March.
To the men's team: Everyone knows
the loss to TTU was not what you or the
fans expected, but don't keep your heads
down. You are still the conference
champions and have made us proud
throughout the regular season. Sure, we
all wish we could have seen the Racers
hlt another buzzer-beater in the firstround of the NCAA Tournament, but it
wasn't meant to be. so good luck in the
NIT.

Contact Hursey at drew.hursey@
murraystate.cdu.
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Despite very different seasons. the men's and women's basketball teams had something in common in tournament play as both found themselves victims last week.

MEN ' S HIGHLIGHTS

WOMEN' S HIGHLIGHTS

Nov. l3:
Season opens on a high note as the
Racers blitz St. Catherine in a 78-59 rout.

Oct. 25:
The media picks Murray State as the
unanimous No. l team in preseason confer·
ence polls.

Nov. JS:
The Racers capture their first win in a
matchup with East Tennessee State in the
newly crowned CFSB Center.

Nov.l7:
Four days later the Racers pick up their
first loss, falling to the Purple Aces <lf
Evansville.

Dec. 2:

Nov. 26 and 1:7:
The Racers take on the field at the Lady
Eagle Thanksgiving Classic in Hattiesburg,
Miss., where they go 0-2.

Murray State goes on the road to pick up
its first conference win, knocking off
Eastern Kentucky 74-72.

Junior forward Kavla lowe averaQed 9.6 points per oame
this season.

Dec. l8:

Dec.2:

Billy Kennedy's squad knocks off rival
Western Kentucky 69·60.

Conference play opens as the Rncers fall
to Eastern Kentucky in a 83·73
heartbreaker.

Feb. 26:
The Racers claim a share of the OVC regular season title with a 70·62 win over
conference foe Morehead Stute.

Feb. 26:
Nearly three months later, Murray State
gets its revenge, knocking off the Colonels
65·56 in the CFSB Center to claim thl.'
eighth and final spot in the OVC Tournament.

..

March 2:
NCAA Tournament chances end with a
64-59 heartbreaker at the hands of Ten ~ '
nessce Tech in the semifinals of the OVC
Tournament.

March l3:
NIT bids arc announced. Murray State
claims a spot as regular season OVC champs.

_

.......

Senior ouard lsacc Miles averages 91 point this season,
good for second on the team.

--- ..

LM'f ...........,.,

March 2:
The season comes to an end as Rob
Cross' squad is bounced from postseason
play following a 71-64 defeat at the hands of
Austin Peay.
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The Great Outdoors
Keep going to back
Murray State
students
are
lucky to have
the "great lakes"
of Kentucky and
Barkley so close
to the University. But sometimes we get so
consumed with
Steve
these two bod·
Miller
ies of water and
Outdoor columnist
overlook
the
other small fisheries nearby.
So when my brother visited this
week and reminded me l owed him a
fishing trip, the wheels in mr mind
immediately started to turn as 1 pon·
dered where to launch the boat
along Kentucky Lake's shoreline.
That is, until I checked the weather
report. Thc forecast was calling for
20 mph winds. On the big lakes of
Kentucky and B;ukley, these winds
are manageable. But they are
uncomfortable and I wasn't up for a
day of fighting the wind. I began to
think of smaller places where we
could bide from it.
Browns Creek Lake in Henderson
County, Tenn., captured headlines
in the fall of 2009 when the Ten·
nessee Wildlife Resources Agency
electroshocked a 16-pound, lS·ounce
largemouth bass. If caught by rod
and reel, this fish would have
eclipsed the current Tennessee ::ante
record largemouth bass by more
than two pounds. After taking some
samples and scale.> for testing. tht•
TWRA released the fish back into
the 167-acrc lake unharmed.
Knowledge of a fish that size pos·
sibly swimming in the lake made the
decision to go there easy. The night
before the trip, I had visions of a 17pound gigantic bass swinging
around my head. This vision made
our journey to the lake bearable.
Although only approximately 70
miles south of Murray. the small lake
is buried in the heart of the Natchez
Trace State Park. F.ven the GPS had
trouble keeping us on the beaten
path to the lake. The few turnarounds and map-checking stops
were all worth it when we launched
the boat.
The water temperature was 52
degrees, it was overcast and there
was a brisk wind. The water color
was perfed for using a ierkbait • one
of my favorite techt~iques for catch·
ing large prespawn'fish. We immediately put the trolling motor down
and started fishing the lake's small
dam.
We were almost to the end of the
structure when a big fish followed
my jerkbait back to the boat. The
fish rose out of the depths like a submarine surfacing as I pulled my bait
out of the water only to swirl at the
surface, make me weak in the knl'es
and retreat to deep water. After sec·
ing the fish I estimated to be in the
eight-pound class, I thought we were
in for a banner day. I was wrong.
We 11shcd practically the lakl•'s
whole shoreline and some offshore
structure, only to catch a few dinks.
My brother. the eternal pessimist.
was quickly disillusioned by the •
poor fishing. He didn't have nice
things to say about the lake and even
began rambling about how the story
of the shocked monster bass was a
hoax. All I heard on the way home
was, "I will never go back to that
lake."
J will be going back. I know that
one day on a new lake is not enough
to learn its true colors. Small l;~kes
are not like Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley, where the conditions may
tum some fish off and others on.
Usually. all the tish on the small
body of water arc impacted equally
by the conditions. On this day, it was
a negative impact.
But hit the lake at the right time
and every (j~h in the lake may be
willing to chnse a lure - even a 17·
pounder. And that is what will keep
me going back: I bet I can even get
my brother to go with a little bit of
persuasion.
Spend Spring Break at the lakes
If you are not going anywhere for
Spring Break, spend some time on
Kentucky Lake for the best time to
fi~h all year. Many make Kentucky
lake their destination for Spring
Break for its prime spring fishing.
The bass and crappie should be in a
full-throttle feedin~ mode the next
two weeks as the spawn nears.
Contact MWcr at stcve.milll'r@
murraystatc.cdu.
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Tennis

OVC play on horizon
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer

Photo' hy Rick Bum'f>t'The News

Sophomore Joao camara returns a shot in a match this season.

Friday the men's and women's tennis
teams face the first of their O!Tid V:d~y
Conference competitors. tak'ing on
Jacksonville State University with the
OVC Championship in mind.
For the women, the Gamecocks represent a chance to begin the confer·
ence portion of a season begun slowly.
"So far the season's been catch-up
from lack of training in the fall." said
women's Head Coach Connie Keasling.
''People came hack with back and
shoulder issues that nceJed to be
addressed before we re:tlly started. So
we're playing catch-up with learning
our games. how we want to play and
developing our styles of play."
Specifically. the Racers' doubles play
is lacking so far this season. Though
doubles represent only one point in the
match overall. that point begins the
game and is often the tic-breaker for
close matches.
As for jacksonville State. Keasling
prefers to keep thl' fm:us on her teum
instead of the competition.
"We're excited nbout being able to
open up the season," Keasling said. "1
think we do a littk bit better when we
focus on ourselves and not so much on
our opponents."
However focu-.ed on the Racers'
Kcasling may be, she said her team is
ready for the conference competition
placed before them.
"'This past week, playing the teams in
Arkansas arc very similar to the style
of play of Jacksonville State," Ke:tsling
said. "I think we're as prepared as we
can be."
The men's team is in a similar position. However. in their case, the Game-

cocks will likely be looking for revenge
after being put out of the OVC Tournament by the Racers last season.
Despite the likelihood of a Gamecdd<s team out fpr: btood, men's Head~--~-~-·
Coach Mel ' Purcell fel'ls optimistic
about the upcoming match.
"We feel good," Purcell said. "We're
playing Ch:tttanooga the day before,
and I like that sometimes. I like•to play
soml· competition tht~ day before a
good match. Jacksonville State's really
a tough one to start with, so hopefully
we'll be ready."
Although the Racers' season had a
less than impressive s tart, Purcell said
he {eels his team is right where it needs
to be.
"I always start off my season scheduling tough matches instead of maybe
teams we could beat," Purcell said.
"We're l-5, but we've played tou!:h
teams. so I'm feeling set. The doubles
an.· rcaJly going to be the most important part of our game this year. If we
can just keep playing good doubles
we'll be able to du pretty well."
Purcell said the Racer team shares
his optimism.
"At this point. right now, they arc
working really hard," Purcell said. "I
want to be playing well by the first of
April, where we have our tougher
matches. The g-uys ~1re just positive and
working hard toward the OVC schcd·

uk."
Both coaches agreed on one thing. no
team in the conference is unbeatable.
"There's not any team that has so
much more talent than any other
team," Keasling said. ''{t really just
comes d\lWn to who wants to stay out
there and hit another ball in the court."
Cont.lct Lt•db~·twr at kyra.Jcdbcttcr
@murraystatt',L'du.

Senior Renaldo Oomoney watches on as his forehand shot crosses the net.

Junior Luka Milicevic prepares for a backhand.
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Behind Noonan, 'Breds roll
wm cartwright
Staff writer
The baseball team swept North Dakota State
last weekend, playing three games in two days
after Saturday's game was postponed due to
rain.
On Friday the 'Breds beat the Bison 17-7 after
senior outfielder Zach Noonan had a careerhigh day at the plate. Noonan went 6-for-6 and
tied the school record for most hits in a game.
The other record holder with six in a game is fellow senior teamm~te Elliot Frey who accomplished the task against Morehead State on April
25,2009.
Noonan had three doubles, seven RBis and a
homerun in the win. The seven RBis ties a
career record for Noonan who accomplished rhe
same task against Southeast Missouri in 2009.
On Monday Noonan was recognized as the Aclidas Ohio Valley Conference Hitter of the Week.
"I was seeing it pretty good. I was just trying
to see the ball deep and take it where it came,"
Noonan said in a postgame interview. "Coach
Cole gave us a good speech before the game.
What we have been doing hasn't been wo.-king

lately and that we had to change things up, that's
exactly what we did. We started hitting line drives rather chan rolling over and getting in front
of the ball, so I think that helped as a team."
In the first game on Sunday the 'Brcds came
away with a 12-7 win. Junior pitcher Tyler Beers
was the winning pitcher after going 6.1 innings.
while giving up three runs on six hits. Noonan
went 2-for-5 with two RBis and junior catcher
Jacob Rhodes went 3-for-S, scoring two runs.
In the series' finale the 'Breds were able to
complete the sweep of North Dakota State with
a tight 2-1 win. Senior pitcher jacob IJonzl'
pitched a complete game, gave up five hits,
struck out sL'< and allowed only one unearned
run in his ftrst victory of the season. Rhodes led
the offensive campaign by going 3~for-3 with a
run scored.
The 'Breds host Indiana-Purdue University
Fort Wayne in a four game series Friday through
Saturday. The team travels to Lexington Tuesday to play the University of Kentuck'"Y then to
Atlanta where the 'Breds take on Gl'orgia State
in a three-game series March 18-20.
Contact Cartwright at william.cartwright@
murraystate.edu.

Phoru cuurh'")' <>i Spnrto, tninrrnatlon

Senior outfielder Zach Noonan had a career-high day against North Dakota State going 6-for-6.

Filr- phoro

Noonan retreats to first base ln a game last season after a pickoff move was attempted.

Men's Golf

Wea.ther washes OUt
~ .(ord lntercollegl•ate
Sd.1llJ.

However, with Eastern Kentucky University being the only
finisning above ttiem. 1t's possible that the rough
weather isn't the bad omen it first seemed.
"It was cold, wet and rainy," Head Coach Eddie Hunt said.
"The weather conditions were bad and we didn't play well the
first round. Overall we didn't play as well as we wanted. to.
The second round was pretty good. and the third round was
going better but the tournament was canceled after about 16
holes. so only two rounds counted."
In addition tu bcating out nearly all the OVC teams in attendance. Murray State senior Cameron Carrico fmished ninth
overalL
"Cameron pl:tycd well," Hunt said. "He was second for OVC
Player of thLI Week for his performance, so I was pleased with
that."
The Racers hit the road again Monday, heading this time to

........,..~.,.,_~OVCtt·.:~m

n

~

Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer
Foul weathered continues to haunt the Racers, with the
Samford Intercollegiate called to a halt due to thunderstorms
Tuesday. The first two rounds of play were made the official
results, placing the Racers ninth in a tournament they have
won in years pas~

Jackson, Tenn., to participate in the Grover Page Classic. In
2008 the Racers placed third in the same event, falling behind
only Central Arkansas and Lipscomb universities and beating
out every OVC school in attendance.
However successful the outing two years ago w;:1s, this season's Racers are quite a different team. Unlike , that year's
squad, which saw Murray State boast an upperclas!1man heavy
roster, this edition will be much younger and inexperienced.
Nevertheless, the Racers' No. 2 ranking holds strong, and
with a little luck and much less rain, they may manage to beat
even their highest hopes.
"I think about six OVC schools will be (at the Grover Page
Invitational). which wilJ be good," Hunt said. "1 think we have
a really good shot of winning that tournament. I'll be disappointed if we don't play well. I'm looking forward to it."
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.Jedbetter@murraystate.edu.
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Sigma Alpha Iota peHorms a routine examining what a world without musit-would be lllee during this year's Alpha Step:.otf. SAl won first place in the independent division for their performance.

Alpha -Step-Off packs Lovett
Paige Graves
Contributing writer
As lights tbsheJ cwcrhead in I c>vett Auditorium. tumulof .tUJien~l~ m<.•mbcr:. Jnm·n~·J out the bl.'at of
the musk blaring frorn surrounding S!Wilkl•rs. This was the
hq~iuning nf a ~how th;ll ll•ft only lhrl'l' mws of Sl':lts
unfilk·d.
The lith Annual .t\lpha Step-Off, hosted hy the brothers
of Alpha l'hi Alph:1, sought to 'accomplish two goals: raising mcmey f•>r their phll:mthmpy, March oi Dimes, and
unif} ing the c,unpus.
Theti~:a Jnhns~>n. junior frum Clark~vilk·. 'J'c:nn., hoskd
th<.· l'Vcning and was the coach for Alpha <~mnmo Delta,
wimwr of the .~omrity division anJ overall champion. Phi
l\lu Alpha wun the fr.ll<.·rnity Jivishm and lhl.' "'anncr cum·
pl'titicm whi!l.' Sigma Alphalot.t took th ..• independent diviIUIIIIS dte~·r:.

sion.
l'hl· d1.tmpions, Alpha G:unma lldta, chose ,1 trib:tl
theme that required each m~·mb~·r to m:tke her own custunw. l'hi Mu Alph.l chus<.' "Thl' Matrix" as their thcllll' and
Sit;I!Ht Alpha Iota cxamincd what a worlu without musk
woulJ be lik ..:.

)•Jhno;-on, who aacked iukl~S and mad ..· cumml.'ntary
i'!Uwl'l'n pcrform:mccs. mentioned the talent each group
bwught to lhl: C•llnpctition.
MFveryonc h~·r~· has wnrh•d n:ally h.trJ," Johnsun s:tiJ.
"It'-; nnt c:ts}' to gt:t up 011 stagl' a11J -;tcr in from 11f .t
l'rowd.''
' l'hc show kkh·,l ofi with a pcrfcmnam· ..· hy the Murray
~liJdll• School o;tcp tt•:un anJ. aiter the intmdut•thlll of th<.'
judges, Alpha G:mun:t Rhl•, Alpha Sigma Phi :md Phi Mu

Alpha Gamma Delta's theme required members to make their own costvmes. They won first place In the sorority division arid overall champion.

Alpha took thl· sta~w fur th ..• fr:ttl•rnity division.
Shuwn W<.'bb, member of the Alph.1 Sigma Phi step ll'am
nnd sophomore from Louisville. ~:tid he enjor<:J being part
of tht: pcrfllrrn;tnc~·. which featured the Jokl·r ~nd B.urnan.
"Thl.' best time uf my life: has bc,•n Sll'pping with Ill)'
hrothl•rs." Webb said. "Evm wht•n you (eel likl· ruu didn't
do your best, you're with your hroth~:rs."
The inJcpcndl·ni division also fe:11ured Si~ma Alph;t
and Alpha Kappa Psi. As the ladies of Alpha Kappa 1's1
stepped uff the stage in black high heels, :1 brief intcrmio;sion followed.
Wesler Hughl'S, o;cninr from Marion. Ky.. nmtrolled the
musit· playing during group pcrfnrmatll!l's. llu~hcs said it
was unusual for sound tu he provi,!l·d by Mun·ay Swh:
l'quipmcnt.
"In tht• past gmups h:w,· llUtsllllrCed thl· sound," Hughes
said. "This rear W<.' <Murrar <;tate) pro\'idcd the equipment, which is cheaper."
The rain pounding thl· mofdid little to dampen the spirits of thl: groups competing in the ~urorit} Jivi ... •on. which
also indudl'J Sigm:t Sigrn;t .'iigm.t, Alplw llminon l'i,
Alpha Sigma Alpha :ttlll Alpha Delta l'i . •
Annie Carman. nwmber of thl· Alpha G.un111.1 lldt.t step
tc:un :mJ sl•nior fn•m llnrdinsbnrg, Ky.. -;aid her squtd's
h:1rd W(>rk paid off. As C:trm:m p11scd fur J picture with the:
tl';tlll nnd trophks. she praisl.'d ht.>r sorority.
",\ny time rou rcprcsl'nt your surorit) well, it makes yuu
:111 the more pmuJ w wear ynur letters," C.mn.m said.
'J'Iw brothers of Alpha Phi .\lph.1 th.Htkl·d llll till' partidpants for partkip:tting nnd said tlwy .q>pn:datl' ~·v~·ryonc
fm thl.'ir coupt•ration and deJic:uinn.
Cc>nta<.'t Grave:; ul paigc.gravcs(a murruystuw.c:du

AlphaGamma Rho strike a pose during their performance in the step show Tuesday in Lovett Auditorium.
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CD Review

Channel Surfing

Pop culture, honesty make rap album a hit

Maybe I'll qun sleeping
Maybe 1 need to
quit sleeping. ·
I don't sleep like a
normal human being.
I try, don't get me
wrong.
I make a plan to go
to bed at a decent
hour and try to frul
asleep, only to spend
hours staring at the
glowing stars on my
ceiling left by the pre-

Features Editor Charlotte Kyle

writes the_CD reviews.
When surveyed about . my
music tastes I often give the
generic, "Oh. I listen to everything" answer, despite the fact
it's impossible to acrually listen
to everything.
[f my mu sical tastes were
realistically displayed in a pie
chart, the "rap" sllce would be
tiny. Almost miniscule, even.
With sets of data - even a survey of music tastes - there are
outliers, and 1 have found my
rap outlier in Childish Gambino.
I didn't even find Gambino in
a legit "rap music fan" manner. I
didn't discover h im on a website
or from hearing a track randomly, but rather 1 sought out his
music because I'm more familiar with his name when he's not
spitting.
See, Childish Gambino is the
rap moniker of Donald Glover,
an acror/ writer/ comedian as
well as musician.
He's not exaggerating on "Not
Going Back" when he says he's a
"Renaissance man with a Hollywood buzz."
Phut<• cnurlb y 11i iclmdun,lltl.<.om
Don' t be quick to judge,
Lines such as 'Couldn't see me as Spider-man. but now I'm spittln' venom' make Childish Gambino's 'EP' worth a listen.
though. Glover is not another
ing '"Cause l'ma be on these
actor-turned-rapper and he
start with "Be Alone". a
r can say this with the utmost
tracks Like indie girls on
confidence: Childish Gambino
makes that clear. In fact, he
poignant lrack referencing a
Amelie" and "Everything I'm
is not going to fail, especially
doesn't need me to defend that
cheating lover.
sayin', I'm s uper sayin' like
fact: his music speaks for itself.
"1 used to be this guy sittin'
not if he continues putting out
Goku."
music like that of "EP."
His latest EP, a follow-up to
with an open heart I Now rny
It's clever and targeted
"EP" is available for free at
last year's "Culde sac" titled
computer screen's the only
"EP," features five original
place I feel a spark," hi:' raps.
toward a certain demographic:
iamdonald.com. That's right: in
the nerdy kids on the Internet
addition to being awesome,
tracks varying from the heartThat, combined with the
who share the sam~.: interests as
Childish Gambino's discograbreaking and honest ''Be Alone"
echoing "I don't wanna he
Gambino. It's never forced or
phy is available at no cost. Does
to the quick and electric "Lights
alone" hook gives me chills.
Turned On."
You're ripped quickly from
pandering - it's just how he
it get any better than that?
Contact Kyle :1t charlotte.kylc@
communicates.
In the 20-minute runtime
that sadness w ith "Freaks and
murraystatc.t•du.
"Not Going Back," which feaGambino manages to dedicate
Gceks," a raw track set t<' my
tures beautiful vocals by
lines to so many different pop
new favorite beats. The track's
Swedish artist Beldina Malaika.
culture references, from Arcade
one-take music video spread
is scattered at first glance but
Fire to Pokemon, Will Smith to
like wildfire last week, causing
"The Office."
Childish Gambino to trend and
brilliant upon second listen.
Like "Be Alone," Gambino
It's funny, but not in that jokerap fans to declare him as the
....,.,
--=-~.....:;..'
reveals his tn-sccuritie . n----:-----'=:;;;.;,._..,.....;;~--=---,.-rap sort of way. No, G<tmbino is
next oig tliing.
One note: Only if you're bored
serious about his musk and
"My Shine" mellows the mood
seems like they all want me to
Two notes: Borrow it from a friend
sharing his life with the listener.
out a bit plus brings some gre-at
fail but I'm not going back,'' he
Three note::.-: Worth downloading
He makes this clear from the
references to the table, includcroons.
Fo\lr notes: A future classic

Charlotte
Kyle
Features Editor

vious tenants.
(Thanks for those. by the way. They
provide me with hours of entertainment
before they lose their glow or I fall
asleep, whichever happens first.)
Oftentimes rll find myself back on the
couch. watching TV as I try to cure my
insomnia with episodes of shows I'v-e
seen a thousand times.
It doesn't help that number when there
are only a handful of episodes of "The
Nanny" Nick at Nite and TV Land show.
There are only so many times I can
watch the ones where Fran jinxes tile
hockey team or Brighton gets caught
smoking..
If I'm not watching "The Nanny'' and
Di:mcy Channel has finished showing
''Phineas and Ferb" and "Suite Life of
Zack and Cody" or their old school original movies, sometimes I'll flip channels
and find St)mcthing different.
Recently I stumbled upon episodes of
"Three's Company." I missed the show
the first time around, obvio usly, but
now? Man, I fully understand wh y the
loss of John Ritter went beyon d losing
the d<~d on "8 Simple Rules." He was
hilarious and gorgeous.
He's clearly my '70s crush.
The TV around this time is good - I
would never insult it. [ enjoy channel
surfing (pun not intended) and fi nding
ShopErotic and other crazy stuff on TV,
but it gets repetitive.
Those rare days when I'm up at 6 or 7
a.m .. either because I still haven't slept or
J have to be awake for class, I realize how
great the programming is in the morning.
You can watch "Boy Meets World" at 6
a.m. on ABC Family. Sure, the first four
seasons are on DVD but after that you
have to rely on syndication. You might as
well catch senior year and the college
years.
After you indulge in an hour of Cory
Matthews, flip over to T BS for Zack Morris houi'"'U "Saved -By the Bell.'' (lf you
aren't a Cory fan, ",Saved By the Bell" airs
at 6 a.m. as weH, but frankly I think it's
good to shake it up with both.)
TBS recently aired the ''Good Morning. Miss Bliss" episodes and I'm sad I
managed to sleep through those. They
are nothing like "Saved By the Bell" b!lt
they are fascinating in their own way.
(Thanks for the heads up about Miss
Bliss, Norsworthy. This sentence is
mostly here to see if you're still reading
my column weekly.)
Sporadically, Nickelodeon shows
''Rugr:us" around 7:30 a.m. This came as
a shock to my fellow newsies. The
episodes arc worth catching if you're
awake - if not, those with Netflix can
catch it on Instant. Seasons one and two
on DVD will hit stores in June.
At some poi-nt t have to choose if I
want to watch ren1n s late at night or
reruns in the morning and. frankly. it's a
hard decision to make.
I might have to just stop sleeping
entirely.
Contact Kyle ctt charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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This week's new releases
available Tuesday
DVDs
CBs

Editor's pick

• Elbow- "Build a Rocket Boys"
• Rise Against - "Endgame"
• Steve Martin - "Rare Bird Alert"

• nJhe Fighter"
• "Hereafter"
·"Switch"

phmo wurtesy

H tee

My new favorite ooline .trivia gaine, located at
famousobjectsfromclassicmovies.com, features simpledrawings of iconicobjects from poptJiar movies. It
Is fun, addictive and creative. It k • track of your
score and lets you share it on Facebook. You will

adore it.
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Students brave rain
to celebrate holiday
Jessica Haynes
Staff writer

Kylie TownSt>nd/Tht> News

Shlrish Boddi Reddy (left) and Rajasekhar Pasupuletl (right). both graduate students from Hyderabad, India, grab handfuls of colored powder and water balloons as they celebrate Holi Saturday In front of Woods Hall.

Despite the rainy weather, the
Indian Student Association invited
friends last Saturday to "paint" the
grounds outside Woods Hall red,
yellow, orange and white.
T he explosions of color were in eel·
cbration of Holi, sometimes referred
to as the "Festival of Colors." The
Indian Student Association met in
Woods Hall at 10 a.m. in misty, cold
weather to soak each other in water
balloons. colored powder, colored
water and even eggs.
Holi, celebrated by Hindus and
primarily observed in India, is a
spring religious festival celebrated at
the end of the winter season. This
year Holi falls during Spring Break,
so the holiday was celebrated earlier
for students.
Solomon Antony, associate professor of business, said this was the first
time the University bas celebrated
Holi.
, Antony said the colors they used
were natural and chemical-free,
composed of ground-up roots and
flowers to create the bright and col·
ortul powders.
Prasbanth Sangekari, graduate student from Hyderabad, India, started

the festivities by explaining the
meaning of Holi and welcoming
everyone to eat some native food.
Tbe snackers enjoyed samosa, small .
potato-stuffed pastries and peanut
chutney sauce. ·
After the food came the colors.
People braved the cold rain outside,
dousing each other in colored water
and throwing the colored powder at
each other. Others matted colors
into their own hair and clothes and
onto each other's faces, laughing the
whole time.
After the colors were gone, the
water buckets were empty and
everyone was soaked. Sangekari said
although everyone was freezing, it
was worth it - but the cold holiday
here in Murray does not compare to
the celebrations in India.
"Yeah, it is fun," he said. "But in
India it's totally different. It's more
fun."
Antony said the festival is about
throwing out the social norms and
replacing them with merrymaking
and celebration with each other.
Said Antony: "(HolD is a time
when they can put away past differ·
ences and be friends again. A time to
renew friendships."
Contact Haynes at jessica.haynes@
murraystate.edu.
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The Murray State News
Presents

SUPERFECTA

the first publication celebrating the best of the best in Racer college life
The Murray State News is compiling its annual best-of Murray State special section, 'Superfecta.' Cast your votes here and
return the completed ballot to 111 Wilson Hall by noon April 8 and read about the winners in the April 29 edition.

Most undenated
Murray State athletic team

•

Best place to nap on campus

Best food to cure a hangover

Best place to people watch

Best service

Best place to live on campus

Best place to get ·your hair cut

Best place to get a tattoo

Best place to live off campus

Best place to have a first kiss

Best place to find a bargain

Best place to work on campus

Best place to hang out between classes

Best place to take a date

Best place to find a parking spot

Best Pl:'blic bathroom

Best place to watch the game

Best local band/music group

Best place to hook up

Best bartenders

Best tradition

Best outdoor activity/venue

Best jukebox

Best bookstore

Best place for live music

Best bridal registry

Best Mexican

Best taxi service

Best sushi

Best burger

Best open mlclkaraoke venue

Best beer selection

Best gift boutique

Best place to celebrate your 21st

Best place to curl up with a book

Best cup of coffee

Best place to study

Best late night munchies

Best game of the year

Best Chinese

Best rivalry

Best residential college

· Best pizza

Best college head

Best delivery
Best on-campus event
Best place for a girls night out
Best place for a guys night out
Best place for a movie
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E-MAIL:

R8lldentlal College:-·- - - - - - - -

All votes are writiHn. One COMPLETE ballot per student Dupllcallons wll be disqualified. Please write clearty and legibly. Return to 1he News omoe, 111 Wilson Hall, by noon Aprl8.
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